FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

HERE&NOW20: PERFECTLY QUEER
29 August - 5 December 2020 | Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery
The Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery at The University of Western Australia is delighted to announce the opening of
HERE&NOW20: Perfectly Queer, a new exhibition premiering as the Gallery re-opens on Saturday 29 August.
HERE&NOW20: Perfectly Queer focuses on the practice of queer artists in Western Australia and features newly commissioned work by Benjamin Bannan, Nathan Beard, Janet Carter, Lill Colgan, Jo Darbyshire, Brontë Jones, Andrew Nicholls and Colin Smith.
Curated by Perth-based artist and emerging curator Brent Harrison, HERE&NOW20: Perfectly Queer examines the
ways that queer artists draw on histories and their own lived experiences to create artwork that reflects on what it
means to be queer.
The exhibition is part of the Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery’s annual HERE&NOW series, which is devoted to showcasing
contemporary art practice in Western Australia and is curated by each year by an emerging curator, appointed to
offer fresh insight and perspective on the field.
This year’s iteration features new works in video, sculpture, drawing and installation that look at a range of topics,
from notions of community, family and religion to local queer history, intergenerational dialogue and the relationship between queer artists and art institutions.
Curator Brent Harrison noted the exhibition was a wonderful opportunity to contribute to the professional practice
of local queer artists.
Image: Nathan Beard, Limp Wristed Sculpture (detail), 2020, silicon, resin, hand-stitched cotton, found objects, installation dimensions variable. Image courtesy the
artist.

“In addition to supporting local queer artists, the exhibition will also open a dialogue with Perth communities about
the experiences of queer people and the issues we face,” Mr Harrison noted.
HERE&NOW20: Perfectly Queer will be the first exhibition in over 20 years at a Western Austalian institution to exclusively feature the work of queer artists, and builds upon Harrison’s research into the history of queer art exhibitions
in WA.
HERE&NOW20: Perfectly Queer will premiere alongside two other new exhibitions at Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery
opening 29 August, (Un)ladylike Acts and A Sorrowful Act: The Wreck of the Zeewijk.
Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery Director, Professor Ted Snell, said this upcoming season of programs will shine a light
on important and timely issues.
“Amidst the conversations that have been happening nationally and internationally surrounding equity, sexuality
and gender, we are delighted to be presenting such a rich program that will allow us to explore in-depth some of
these issues with our audiences and to continue to support the excellent work of these contemporary Australian
artists,” Professor Snell said.
HERE&NOW20: Perfectly Queer will be on show at Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery until 5 December 2020. The exhibition will be accompanied by a series of public talks and tours. For more information visit the LWAG website.

Additional Information
Images: Images available here; please note all images must be accompanied by captions provided
Artists: Benjamin Bannan | Nathan Beard | Janet Carter | Lill Colgan | Jo Darbyshire | Brontë Jones | Andrew
Nicholls | Colin Smith
Curator: Brent Harrison
Website: https://www.uwa.edu.au/lwag/exhibitions/herenow20
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